Courtesy of the Hackett Family
ABOVE: John and Lucretia Burton, circa 1916, on the porch of their Lake Geneva mansion. John Burton
amassed one of the nation’s largest collections of Lincoln-related artifacts until financial woes forced him to
sell nearly all of it. Here, Burton poses with a few of the 32,000 books he collected. Alongside him, Lucretia
feigns a threatening pose should he dare bring another book or artifact into the home.

LosingLincoln
Botched business pursuits forced John Edgar Burton to
liquidate one of the nation’s largest collections of Lincolniana,
collectibles that once called Lake Geneva home.
By Lisa M. Schmelz

John Edgar Burton never shied away from the opportunities placed before him. Over the
course of his 83 years, he made a living as a teacher, a school superintendent, a newspaper publisher, a gold prospector, an exotic woods harvester, a real estate investor, a
small-scale mining baron, even an insurance salesman. And those are just the highlights.
“They said he had the Midas touch,” recalls his great-grandson, Terry Hackett of Lake
Geneva. “Whatever he touched turned to gold. He had to be awful sharp in business to
do what he did. He’d get something going.”
But for Burton, it was going, going, gone. At the peak of his financial success, Burton was
worth $4.5 million, according to his descendents and records. But when he died in 1930,
he was practically penniless and living in his daughter’s home. Losing millions, according
to interviews he gave, didn’t seem to weigh on his heart. But losing Abraham Lincoln did.
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RIGHT: Located
on the northwest
corner of Madison and
Wisconsin Streets, the
Burton mansion, razed
years ago, housed
some priceless Lincoln
artifacts, including
Lincoln-signed copies
of the Emancipation
Proclamation.

Courtesy of the Hackett Family

© Wisconsin Historical Society WHi-23380

ABOVE: This group portrait of the Gogebic Range Iron miners was taken in 1886. Burton invested in northern Wisconsin mines in
1879; the mines ultimately failed a decade later.

Finding Lincoln

Born in Hartford, New York to John and Ruth Jeanette Burton,
immigrants from England, on October 19, 1847, John Edgar
Burton’s devotion to Lincoln started with a singular encounter.
Sometime in 1859, while Lincoln was running for President,
his train stopped in the central New York town of Utica. When
Burton, then 12, got word that Lincoln was coming, he set out
on foot, walking for half a day, just to catch a glimpse of him.
The crowd at the train station was enormous; so to get the best
possible view, Burton climbed a telegraph pole. There he had
the best seat in the house and possibly even caught the eye of
Lincoln himself, who maybe smiled at the sight of a young boy
going to such heights to hear him speak.
In 1863, with the Civil War dividing north from south, Burton put his devotion to Lincoln to the test by trying to enlist
in the Union Army. Just 16, his plans were derailed when his
father found out and forced him to return home. After graduating from the Cazenovia Seminary in 1868 where he studied
science, he took a teaching position in New York. The following year, he married Lucretia “Dell” Johnson, and the couple
headed west where Burton had accepted a teaching position in
Richmond, Illinois.
In 1870, the couple left Illinois when Burton was offered a superintendent position with Lake Geneva Schools in Wisconsin.
While Burton’s tenure in the school system lasted only three
years, Lake Geneva would remain his home and the couple
would raise four children here: Howard, Warren, Kenneth and
Bonnie. Their children, in turn, made profound contributions
to Lake Geneva. Bonnie Burton, a talented writer and artist,
dedicated herself to historic preservation and in 1904 married
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Edmund D. Denison, an educator for whom Central Denison
School is named. The Denison union produced George Edmund
and Alice Delphine. Alice wed Vern Hackett, and the two operated a prolific photography studio in Lake Geneva.
Just as his family roots would spread far and wide, so did Burton’s business endeavors. Seeing opportunity in every direction,
Burton put his wages from education into northern Wisconsin
mining and numerous other ventures.
“He was very good at starting things,” says Burton’s great-grandson, Dave Hackett of Delavan, the son of Alice and Vern Hackett
and brother of Terry Hackett. “What he struggled with was keeping them going. He’d start something, it would take off, and then
he would turn it over to someone to manage and he’d be on to
something else.”

Capture & Crash

The sixteenth president, who reunited a nation torn apart by the
Civil War and freed over four million enslaved African Americans,
so captured Burton that he quietly amassed one of the nation’s
largest collections of Lincoln artifacts. His collection was so large
that if you were to pursue Lincoln via the tangible objects he left
behind — a torn page from his boyhood sum-book, a thimble
that reportedly belonged to his mother, a signed copy of the
Emancipation Proclamation — you’d most likely find Burton in
the process. Much of Burton’s Lincolniana, as Lincoln-related
artifacts are called, was kept in the third-floor office of his Lake
Geneva mansion. However, the manuscripts Lincoln made notes
on, fabrics he was believed to have worn, the rifle he was said to
have shot, even what was said to be a lock of his hair, were all
lost when Burton’s fortune came crashing down.

© Abraham lincoln presidential library and museum

John Edgar Burton —
A timeline
1847: Born in Hartford, New York
1859:	At age 12, sees Lincoln for the one and

only time in his life, when the presidential candidate makes a stop in Utica,
New York.

1863:	Only 16, he attempts to enlist in the

Union Army but is brought home by his
father.

1868:	Graduates from Cazenovia Seminary

in New York, with a degree in scientific
study.

1869:	Marries Lucretia “Dell” Johnson. The
couple moves to Richmond, Illinois,
where Burton works as a teacher and
principal.

1870:	Accepts a superintendent of schools

position in Lake Geneva, which
becomes the family’s permanent home.

1874:	Purchases The Lake Geneva Herald,
which he sells two years later.

1879:	Begins to invest in the mines in northern
Wisconsin and throughout the western
United States.

1885:	Attracts investors to his mines and

works as the general manager for Equitable Life Insurance Society of New York
for the State of Wisconsin.

1887:	The bottom falls out of the Gogebic

Range and Burton’s northern Wisconsin
mines begin their downward spiral.

1889:	In a bulletin, Burton makes a plea to

his mining investors to not pull out
their stocks. His plea doesn’t help, and
his Wisconsin mines fail. He travels to
Mexico that same year to try his hand at
silver mining.

ABOVE: A torn page from the 16th president’s
boyhood sumbook, which was once part
of the Burton Lincolniana collection. Burton
owned two sumbook pages but sold them at
auction in 1915 and 1916 to repay creditors. The
page above is now a part of the University of
Chicago’s special collections. At auction today,
bidding would likely start at $1.5 million.
RIGHT: A thimble said to have belonged to
Abraham Lincoln’s mother, and once part of
the Burton collection.

Courtesy of Heritage Auctions

1904:	Heads north to Alaska and Siberia to try
and break into the tin industry.

1915:	Met with further financial calamity, he

auctions off much of his Lincolniana at
the Anderson Galleries in New York.

1916:	Returns to the Anderson Galleries to

auction off what is left of his remaining
Lincolniana.

1930:	Dies after a brief illness and is buried in
Lake Geneva.
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Courtesy of the Hackett Family

Most of Burton’s Lincolniana was kept in his third-floor library.

In 1887, stretched thin and in many directions, the bottom
fell out of Burton’s Wisconsin mines when transportation costs
soared. A victim of timing, some historians say, he failed with
mines that others, including John D. Rockefeller, would later
succeed with. He temporarily staved off bankruptcy with loans
from his father-in-law and by mortgaging many of his properties.
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frontage, featuring 7 luxurious BR suites, 6
FP’s, gourmet kitchen & Adirondack decor.

MLS#1058554 . . . . . $6,950,000

Always an optimist, he believed a new fortune was just around
the corner, and in a nation expanding from east to west, was
seized with an acute case of Manifest Destiny. Only for Burton,
destiny didn’t end at the Pacific Ocean. In 1889, he traveled to
Mexico to seek his fortune in silver mining. In 1904, he found
hope in Alaska and Siberia and their tin industries. There would
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also be orange groves in Cuba and mahogany forests in South
America. Through every new adventure, Burton continued to
collect Lincolniana and other historic artifacts. But never would
he regain his fortune.
Desperate to repay a variety of creditors, including mine investors he had admirably, but tragically, guaranteed in writing, he
sold thousands of pieces of Lincolniana. In two separate auctions at the Anderson Galleries in New York City in 1915 and
1916, Burton parted with a treasure trove so rich much of it
eventually found its way into the Smithsonian Institute in New
York City; the Huntington Library in Pasadena, California; the
Indiana State Museum; and the special collections of the University of Chicago.
The sale, and his business failures, garnered national media attention and the man who was once dubbed The Midas of Lake Geneva
would find his personal and professional reputation in question
until his death.

Living in Lincoln

If it’s a Lincoln relic in question, Daniel Weinberg is the man to
see. Since 1971, Weinberg, who owns the Abraham Lincoln Book
Shop in downtown Chicago, has been in the business of authenticating and appraising anything and everything associated with
Lincoln. It is quite possible that half of everything Lincoln touched
that is still with us has passed through Weinberg’s hands, too.

Flipping through the pages of the bound auction catalogs that
contained Burton’s vast collection, he pauses frequently. He stops
at a description of Lot No. 81, a single page from the president’s
sum-book, so termed because it was how Lincoln instructed
himself in a humble Indiana cabin as a young boy.
“Wow, $250,” he wisecracks, “they should have bought two.”
On one of the sum-book pages Burton possessed, Lincoln
penned the following:
“Abraham Lincoln is my name and with my pen I write the same.
I wrote in both haste and speed and left it here for fools to read.”
Objects from Lincoln’s boyhood hold a special place in Weinberg’s heart, and collectors today are eager for anything that
speaks to the hardscrabble youth of the man who would ultimately be declared the nation’s greatest president. Reflecting on
the sum-book page with the yearbook-style poem, Weinberg is
both wistful at its humanity and laser-focused of its value at this
moment in time.
“If that came into my hands today,” says Weinberg, “I’d try for a
million and a half. Why not?”
A million and a half for just that one item seems tragic given that
Burton’s two auctions, which featured over 3,000 Lincoln items,
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didn’t even come close to raising that amount. It seems the man
with the Midas touch parted with his most valuable assets for bargain prices. As bidders gathered at the Anderson galleries in 1915
and 1916, a global depression raged and the drums of World War
I were beating. According to Weinberg’s research, Burton raised
just under $27,000. In business and in the collector’s world, timing is everything and despite his efforts, Burton was time’s victim,
not its conqueror.
Among the 3,000 items Burton sold was a booklet of an oration
he wrote himself on Lincoln and delivered to a Lake Geneva
Women’s group. His praise of the slain president, at times, reads
like religious worship:
“To all right-minded Americans, he is the ripe and rounded product of
what every man would like to be, and he will therefore remain, through
all time, the symbol of perfected character. The whole world loves Lincoln because he did what the world knows was right, and he avoided
doings that the world knows to be wrong, and it is herefore doubtful if
any human being will ever again hold a similar position of greatness in
a similar and transcendent epoch, or ever fulfill the world’s expectations
so completely, as did Lincoln.
At left, Terry Hackett,
Virginia (Burton) Jedda and
David Hackett, recall the
adventures of shared ancestor
John Edgar Burton.
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Pasadena’s Huntington Library holds several Burton pieces in its
collection, including a Lincoln-signed copy of his 1858 debates
with Democrat Stephen Douglas as they vied for the U.S. Senate.
Olga Tsapina, a Huntington Library curator, says Burton’s gushing prose of Lincoln, a Republican, isn’t surprising, especially
for a collector of his stature. Collectors like Burton, she notes,
were skillfully adept at ignoring the flawed sides of their subject’s
humanity, and maybe, in turn, their own.
“(Lincoln) was an excellent politician and he could be ruthless
if necessary . . . Many times, what was written in this era would
be the ideal, especially by collectors like Burton, not the reality.”
Is it possible then that Burton’s flowering, self-published tributes to Lincoln and his lifelong pursuit of anything Lincoln left
behind, were really projections of the man he wanted to be himself? Despite his failures in business, was it Burton’s goal to be
the “ripe and rounded product of what every man would like to
be . . . the symbol of perfected character?” Did Burton sacrifice
his Lincoln collection, because repaying his creditors and investors was the Lincolnian way to live?
“I can’t answer that,” says Tsapina. “You would have to ask
him.”
The Burton mansion as viewed through an antique viewmaster.
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